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Guccifer 2.0 struck again and leaked emails from a Hillary Clinton volunteer to the
website the Smoking Gun 
Conversations from Sarah Hamilton's Gmail account show the Clinton campaign's
moves to keep reporters away from the candidate
The emails between press aides and volunteers show them trying to track
journalists' movements at campaign events  

By Nikki Schwab, U.s. Political Reporter For Dailymail.com

Published: 18:32 EST, 28 June 2016 | Updated: 21:04 EST, 28 June 2016

The hacked Gmail account of one of Hillary Clinton's volunteers shows how the campaign surveils journalists
who might get too close to the candidate.

Emails phished by Guccifer 2.0, who's dumped caches of documents from the Democratic National Committee
onto the internet, show Clinton aides telling volunteer Sarah Hamilton to 'keep an eye' on certain reporters.

Hamilton's Gmail account was hacked using a spoofed Gmail log-in page, according to the Smoking Gun,
which released a handful of email conversations today.

Scroll down for video 
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Another leak at the hands of hacker Guccifer 2.0 has revealed how Hillary Clinton aides
and volunteers try to keep the press away from the candidate 
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During a February event in Las Vegas, where Clinton appeared alongside husband Bill
and daughter Chelsea, the movements of both a CNN reporter and a French reporter

were tracked by those assisting the campaign

In mid-March during Hillary Clinton's tour of Chicago in advance of the Illinois primary, a
reporter for the Chicago Sun-Times was watched by the campaign, in case she sought

access with the candidate  

In one, an email chain from February, aides and advance staffers discussed how to keep Bill, Hillary and
Chelsea Clinton safe from he crowd of reporters on hand to cover the trio at a Las Vegas rally. 

With all three Clintons expected to work the crowed after the speaking portion of the event had concluded one
campaign operative suggested that the rope line be 'covered with staff bodies to make sure the crowd can get to
the ropeline and you stay in front of the cameras,' according to documents given to the Smoking Gun. 

National Press Advance Desk aide Sarah Pollack wrote that while 'press have been politely yet firmly asked to
stay in press areas ... we should expect press and cameras to move forward for ropeline.' 

Clinton hasn't had an official press conference in 207 days and generally does not answer questions from the
press that are hollered at her during these types of events. 

At the Las Vegas event, Clinton's people exchanged emails about the movement of journalists, zeroing
especially in on CNN's Dan Merica, a producer for the network that has been embedded with the campaign. 

At one point in the conversation an aggressive French journalist was 'at stage right,' at another, Merica was at
'center right.' 
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Clinton aides didn't want CNN's Dan Merica (right) too close to Democratic hopeful
Hillary Clinton (left), according to exchanges found in a volunteer's hacked Gmail

account 

Eight minutes later, according to the emails, an advance team member noted, 'Dan Merica stage left.' 

A minute later, Hamilton told her colleagues that 'French journos and dan merica heading to stage right.' 

An advance team member then reported that 'Dan America is on backstage bleachers,' the aide said, misspelling
the reporter's name. 

That staffer then wrote, 'I'm with dan America on back stage bleachers,' again messing up the CNN producer's
last name. 

In Chicago in mid-March in the run-up to the Illinois primary, Clinton had a full day of events and was followed
around her hometown by a packed bus of political reporters.

Here it was Chicago Sun-Times columnist and D.C. bureau chief Lynn Sweet who was viewed as the threat. 

Reporters, including Sweet, Merica and DailyMail.com, were allowed in especially close proximity to Clinton
when she stopped by the Kids Off The Block Memorial to pay tribute to the more than 500 children lost to gun
violence in the city of Chicago. 
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Clinton greeted a number of mothers whose kids died from gunfire. 

When reporters got too close to the candidate they were shooed away. 

In other instances during the day, reporters were only allowed in a venue for several minutes, or were kept in a
roped off area in the back.  

In an email to Hamilton with the subject line 'Lynn Sweet,' from Clinton's traveling press secretary Nick Merrill he
wrote, 'Let's keep an eye on her.' 

Hamilton responded with, 'Yes, I'm sitting next to her on the bus.' 

Merrill has yet to reply to a request for comment.  

Hamilton's emails were leaked in what was the latest dump by Guccifer 2.0, which the hacker gave exclusively to
the Smoking Gun. 

Previously, Guccifer 2.0 used his blog to release documents he grabbed from the Democratic National
Committee. 

Investigators looking into the DNC hack have said that Guccifer 2.0 is an operative of the Russian government,
which the hacker denies. 

Instead, he says he's a Romanian 'hacktivist' and a solo player who dubbed himself after the original hacker
Guccifer, also a Romanian. 

Guccifer notably burrowed into the AOL account of Dorothy Bush Koch, the sister of President George W. Bush,
revealing the former president's painted self-portrait to the world.

Investigators from SecureWorks believe that Gmail accounts for scores of Hillary for America staffers were
targeted, including 'individuals managing Clinton's communications, travel, campaign finances, and advising her
on policy.' 
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hebeach, somewhereusa, United States, 36 minutes ago

rip drip!!! Trump16

ReplyNew Comment 01
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llinois, about an hour ago

can mainstream media will not cover this story, because they are covering for the slime ball Hillary Clinton.

ReplyNew Comment 04

 Thomas, Spring Hill, United States, about 3 hours ago

what you want from our leader? There is still a chance to have someone besides clinton or trump.
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buddy_, San Francisco, United States, about 3 hours ago

Who cares? Hillary has every right to prevent propaganda paps from getting an opportunity to trap her into saying
something and then misquoting her.

ReplyNew Comment 44
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Thr0wAway, New York, about 2 hours ago

You're so far up her @$$ you can see daylight.
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perlcat, Omaha, United States, about 2 hours ago

Or, worse, saying something that's true.
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abacaa, nowhere, United States, about 3 hours ago

No surprise here. Hillary should be in jail.
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SorryCharlie, Not your city, United States, about 4 hours ago

Yeah there's also A LOT MORE EMAILS THAT ARE WORTH REPORTING DM, but since killary pays you; you just write
a mediocre article and sweep it under the rug. SHE IS A LIAR AND SATAN. trump 2016
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nohope, PCOLA, United States, about 4 hours ago

The fact that she may win, has to be the scariest thing you want to see. I try to stay off Hill articles, but my life does not
revolve around politics like some trolls on here. Our future is at stake people. Think about your children. future or your
grandchildren. She does not care about anyone else. We are living in scary times and this lucife rian cares not about her
soul but only money and power.
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Take back Washington, U WISH, United States, about 3 hours ago

Thatr was perfect...so true money and power only reason she is where she is! Hope she gets cancer and just falls ill
lolol
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et, lewisburg, United States, about 4 hours ago

ght it was the Clinton news network.

ReplyNew Comment 031

nson, St. Louis, United States, about 4 hours ago

e, facade and deceit is what the Clintons do. Everything about them is staged, including their sham of a "marriage."
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Find this story at http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3664920/Hacked-emails-Hillary-Clinton-campaign-s-surveillance-journalists-
aides-ordered-volunteers-eye-reporters.html
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o, Gulf Coast, United States, about 5 hours ago

strikes me as paranoid. Noy surprising considering the number of enemies she has made over the years. I'm
convinced that she prefers to wear those horrible Kim Jong-un outfits not because it hides her otherwise lumpen form but
because she has them all lined with Kevlar. It's not clothing - it's armor.
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